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tool for the transitioning of Indians into a democratic South Africa.
The author explores the use of Bharatha Natyam in public spaces as
a vehicle for bridging cultural and racial difference and imagines
the reality of a new culturally inclusive South Africa. Finally, the article suggests that the shifts evident in the dance artform point to a
sense of belonging to South Africa.
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Abstract
The Indian classical dance of Bharatha Natyam in South Africa
bears roots that go back to the arrival of the indentured Indians approximately 162 years ago. Amidst an atmosphere of rampant discrimination and hostility, the Indians established and entrenched
their sense of identity through their religion and culture. For many
years, this identity was interwoven with their arts, social behaviours,
dress and cuisine. For much of this time, classical dance forms remained within the enclave of the Indian community. However, with
the dawning of a new South Africa, these dance art forms moved beyond their historical communal boundaries and forged new expressive forms with other non-Indian forms in the emerging democracy.
Using a participatory research approach, this article focuses on how
Bharatha Natyam, the South Indian classical dance form, became a
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Franz Fanon’s Black Skins White Masks (1967) begins with him discussing the body with its imposition of an all-important racial epidermal schema. The skin means that one is simultaneously responsible for one’s body,
race, and ancestors. Thus, race thinking is a deeply embedded belief that invariably affects behaviours and social practices in phenotypically marked bodies
(Hansen, 2012:5). Furthermore, in South Africa today, no statement, no sentence, no gesture can acquire its full meaning and significance without being
linked to and invariably qualified by the phenotypical classification of the
speaker or performer (Hansen, 2012: 5). One’s pigmentation is almost always
framed by the larger schema of racial ideology as embedded in the psyche of
South Africans today, thereby impacting the expected cultural and social propensities of that group.
This paper is written from the interstices of India-in-South Africa, establishing a discourse around the classical Indian dance of Bharatha Natyam as it
is situated on the borders of two heterogeneous sites of cultures and creating an
overlapping third amidst an ongoing post-apartheid dialogue. An important element in producing new post-apartheid identities and subjectivities is the collaborations and convergences across cultural, racial, and linguistic boundaries.
These engagements are critical as they reflect envisaged ‘anti-racist humanism’, including all people previously subjugated through processes and practices of colonialism and imperialism. Within the context of apartheid South Africa, racist policies ensured that all those non-white citizens were subjected to
live their lives under the apartheid gaze and against the backdrop of difference
and segregation.
Unfortunately, it is within the broad spectrum of the arts that communities reveal their postulations on their normative experiences. In traditional Indian culture, the art of dance permeated all facets of life, although its principal
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focus was to give symbolic expression to abstract religious ideas in a land far
removed from India's homeland. The close relationship between dance and religion began very early in Hindu thought, with numerous references to dance
included in both secular and religious contexts (Gaston, 1990: 6). Bharatha
Natyam1 from the south of India is one of the classical Indian dances of Indian
sub-continent, and is perhaps at the forefront as the national dance. As a cultural commodity, particularly in South Africa, Bharatha Natyam was considered
representative of purist Indian culture as extracted from India and held within
its diaspora as the single creative umbilical cord. In this way, Bharatha Natyam
is intrinsically linked to the Indian population of South Africa irrespective of
religious and cultural persuasions.
This paper is theoretically located in the discourse around postcolonialism. South Africa, one of the last countries to emerge out of colonialism finds
itself at a point of social cohesion. Thus issues around identity and identity
construction are critical to this emerging democracy. This paper explores the
emergence, development and offers projections on the future of Bharatha Natyam in South Africa as a reflection of a group desiring inclusivity. Simultaneously grappling with the realisation that it becomes an embodiment of affirmatively re-understanding epistemological advantages in South Africa.
The author uses a participatory research (PR) approach because it ‘emphasizes direct engagement of local priorities and perspectives’ (Cornwall &
Jewkes, 1995). Furthermore, this research approach is a ‘systematic inquiry in
direct collaboration with the affected by an issue being studied for the purpose
of action or change’ (Vaughn & Jacquez, 2020: 1). Her data is drawn from two
case studies, namely that of the Surialanga Dance Company where she was a
former member, and the Tribhangi Dance Theatre. In the case of the former,
the author used her insider position and lived experience (Jagosh et al., 2012)
as a contribution to the source of knowledge generation. Data gathered was the
result of active participation, observation and informal engagement with the
dance fraternity in South Africa. This choice of methodology offers one ‘the
ability to speak up, to participate, to experience oneself and be experienced as a
person with the right to express yourself and to have the expression valued by
others’ (Abma et al., 2019: 127). The paper unfolds in three parts. First, the paper discusses the South African Indian diaspora with reference to the complex
1

Projesh Banerji (1985:97) explains that Bharatha Natyam refers to the combination of
Bha, Ra, Tha that equates to bhavam and is emotion, ragam that refers to melody in the
music, and thalam that is the rhythm to which the dance is performed. Natyam refers to
the drama presented through the dance. Thus, Bharatha Natyam could be seen as a
form of dramaturgy through a combination of facial expressions set to music, using a
particular rhythm and a defined set of body movements.
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question of culture as it is entangled with the concepts of identity, diaspora and
hybridity followed by a brief discussion of the Indian diaspora as aliens in their
land of birth in apartheid South Africa. Second, a contextualisation of Bharatha Natyam a dance artform used as a tool for retaining an imagined connection
with India as ancestral homeland while desiring to be identified as indigenous
to a post-apartheid South Africa, which evidently provides creative opportunities for engagement. The paper concludes with the exploration of syncretism as
a way towards achieving integration in a multicultural society. Being descriptive in its approach, the paper suggests that further research is necessary to lead
to opportunities for collaboration that will narrate stories indigenous to South
Africa while reflecting upon a heritage of collective, shared histories.
Culture and Hybridity: A Heritage of ‘Fusion’
In South Africa, the term ‘culture’ takes on a complex set of meanings
that leads to equally complex modes of representation. Raymond Williams’ essay The Analysis of Culture uses a three-pronged approach towards defining
culture (Storey, 2009: 32). Firstly, according to his analysis, there is the ‘ideal’
in which culture is essentially the discovery and description of those values
that can be seen to comprise timeless order within the human condition. Secondly, culture is seen as the body of intellectual and imaginative work, where
human thought and experience are variously recorded. Thirdly, there is the ‘social’ definition of culture where culture is the description of a particular way of
life. This way of life expresses meanings and values in art, learning, institutions, and ordinary behaviour.
The three-pronged analysis of culture from a social perspective is pertinent to this article. Williams’ ‘social’ definition of culture introduces three new
ways of thinking about contemporary culture. The first is the anthropological
claim that culture is a ‘description of a particular way of life’ (Williams in
Storey, 2009: 32). The second claims that culture expresses certain meanings
and values, and the third claims that the work of cultural analysis should be the
‘clarification of the meanings and values implicit and explicit in a particular
way of life’ (Williams in Storey, 2009:32) or in a particular culture. This ‘social’ aspect is evidenced in the culture of South African Indians with particular
reference to the performative aspect of traditional classical dance known as
Bharatha Natyam explored in this article.
Homi Bhabha’s book Location of Culture argues that culture as a strategy for survival is both ‘transnational and translational’ (1994: 247). Bhabha
claims that culture is transnational because postcolonial discourse is rooted in
specific histories of cultural displacement like indenture in the case of Indian
South Africans, and translational because the spatial histories of displacement
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make the question of how culture signifies complex. Vertovec and Cohen
(1999: xix) contend that variegated processes of creolisation, hybridities, new
contestations, negotiations, and constant transformations emerge through globalisation in its guise as the worldwide flow of cultural objects, images, and
meanings. In this way, ‘diaspora’ is described as involving the production and
re-production of transnational social and cultural phenomena. With the production of hybrid cultural phenomena and new ethnicities, facets of culture and
identity are often but not always self-consciously selected, syncretised, and
elaborated from more than one heritage (Vertovec & Cohen, 1999: xx).
These concepts of hybridity and culture are critical and form the thrust of
this paper. While various scholars have written about the hybridisation of cultural forms (Desai, 1996; Dickinson, 2015; Radhakrishnan, 2003), this paper
focuses particularly on the dance form of Bharatha Natyam and the shifts evident through the exchanges with varied indigenous dances resulting in developments and transformations. Hybridity as a central concept of postcolonial
theories is sometimes read as a sign for new cultural forms emerging from exchanges across cultural sites (Frenkel, 2010:4). As with all theoretical concepts, the idea of hybridity is both contested and embraced. This article will
show how the Indian classical dance of Bharatha Natyam becomes a site of
contestation while simultaneously embracing cross-cultural interactions to
make a place feel like home. As this exploration is advanced, complexities of
the Indian diaspora that accompany radical displacement of people through
slavery, indenture, and settlement will be given due consideration.
Embodiment and Diaspora
As observed by Steven Vertovec (1999:xvi) and Gijsbert Oonk (2007:
14), the term ‘diaspora’2 is often used to describe practically any population
considered ‘deterritorialised’ or ‘transnational’ that originated in a land other
than where it currently resides. A ‘diaspora consciousness’ is further discussed
as a particularised awareness marked by a ‘dual or paradoxical nature’ evident
in transnational communities (Vertovec & Cohen, 1999: xviii). Vertovec and
Oonk say that this duality is constituted positively by identification with a specific historical heritage, such as India in this case, and negatively by experienc2

Oonk (2007:15) suggests that prior to the nineteenth century the term ‘diaspora’ was
not used to describe the Indian migrants working overseas. Instead, their general denominator was the ‘overseas Indians’. Although, once the colonial empire collapsed,
the focus of research shifted to the ability of the Indians to retain, reconstitute, and revitalise the aspects of their culture in an overseas setting. The term ‘South Asian diaspora’ was only used much later during the mid-1970s.
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es of discrimination and exclusion, such as in South Africa. Although these issues are evident within the local context of the South African narrative, they
contribute to the larger discourse on diaspora in general and Indian diaspora in
particular. Diaspora consciousness thus creates a dialectic and defining tension
between loss and hope (Clifford in Vertovec & Cohen 1999: 225). However,
according to Mehta and Singh (2008:3), cultures and communities in India
have various levels of complexities that are also evident in Indian diasporic
cultures and communities the world over. Transnational living does not simply
involve acquiring a cultural system and importing it to another nation and also
involves taking on practices, values, and modes of living indigenous to the host
country (Lamb in Singh, 2008:61).
In the host country of South Africa, Indians occupy a ‘middle space’
(Rastogi, 2008:4) where the Indian presence complicated the binary of settler
and indigene by introducing a third state of national belonging: that of the
postcolonial diasporic. Hence the recurring problem of constantly confronting
one's otherness. The dance of Bharatha Natyam is thus immediately geographically and culturally located and thereby phenotypically located in establishing
the identity of the performer. This identity is then situated against the background of a multicultural, multiracial South Africa and raises the question of
authenticity within a diasporic context. The complex question of diaspora with
its attached concerns of national identity, minority belonging, and multiple allegiances was thus further complicated for the Indian by apartheid in South Africa. The task of apartheid rule was to replace indigenous histories and cultures
with new racialised positions of acceptability, thus following the culture of the
coloniser. Paradoxically, the Group Areas Act (1950) was one of the most successful tools of apartheid, creating opportunities for traditional cultures to
guard their histories zealously.
However, post-apartheid South Africa challenges these fixed, located
identities, as the force binding them together has since been erased. Thus, for
Fanon, dismantling this fixed identity is not a natural consequence but rather a
cultural-historical process that South Africa is still unveiling.
The experiences of the Indian diaspora in South Africa led to the
acknowledgement of a ‘double consciousness’ (Gilroy in Back & Solomon,
2009:564). This notion of double consciousness is a concept that flows from
being both inside and outside the West and affects political engagements resulting in racial oppression. Initially, South African Indian immigrants were
conditioned into a double consciousness as both subjects of formerly British
India, both in India and South Africa, yet outsiders to the protection and security which that very title ought to have afforded them. Their outsider status in
South Africa was manifested through phrases like the ‘alien menace’ and ‘unwanted intruders’ (Mukherji, 1959:24) and provided a more refined and racial-
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ised political language in dealing with issues of identity, affiliation, and eventual nationhood. In this regard, the South African Indian ‘nation’ is ‘an imagined political community3…imagined as both inherently limited and sovereign’
(Anderson in During, 2007:256) and where the diasporic community has often
never even met the larger imagined group of communion.
For their first hundred years in South Africa the Indian community was
considered alien and a transitory population that would eventually return to India, raising the question regarding becoming South African. What does becoming South African mean within the historicity of the giants of colonialism and
apartheid? Thus, questions arise such as: At what point do people become indigenous in a place from which they or their forebears do not originate? or:
Does historical origin supersede nationality or affiliation? Within the context
of the dance of Bharatha Natyam as the focus of this paper, various positions
can be examined.
If the education of Indian South Africans were taken into consideration,
it would become apparent that the strategies of separate education bore down
on the Indian the imperative of maintaining a strong allegiance to their cultural
and religious directive. Amidst their trying circumstances, Indian South Africans desired to maintain the teachings fundamental to their respective religious
beliefs. This maintenance of religious belief gave rise to after-school vernacular classes, as well as dance and music training. Thus, educational spaces like
schools became the site for engaging in religious and cultural activities.
If the tertiary education of Indian South Africans were to be considered,
an Indian-only university would become pertinent. This tertiary institution was
initially called University College for Indians and later the University of Durban-Westville and was designed to cater specifically for Indian students. The
reasoning and motivation behind this institution by the architects of the
scheme, the Nationalist Government, was that separate provision must be made
for the tertiary education of Indians in a manner designed to preserve and promote their cultural and ethnic qualities.
A few transitional points can be noted that evidenced shifts in the Indian
population. There would be a shift in dress code that rapidly moved from traditional wear to western dress. Other shifts would be from traditional cuisine to a
more diverse range of foods. One of the more critical shifts can be found in the
expansive work of the linguist Rajend Mesthrie who documents and analyses
3

Anderson (During, 2007: 256) uses the term ‘imagined’ when referring to the smallest
nations who don’t know, never meet, or even hear of most of their fellow-members.
Yet, in the minds of each lives the image of their communion. Furthermore, in South
Africa the homogenisation of the Indian population embedded this notion. Hence in this
study the term ‘Indian community’ is used.
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language from multilingual vernacular to monolingual English. Vally (2001:
179–181) offers clarity here when she explains that while the memory of India
influenced the population in terms of religious orthodoxy, dress, and cuisine,
these elements remain the obvious markers of Indian identity that all South Africans recognise. She further suggests that these markers of differentiation were
used since the arrival of Indians and are still used today as a show of traditionality towards the memory of the motherland. Hansen (2012: 201–2) discusses
the Indian township of Chatsworth in Durban and reflects upon this concept of
India as a site of authenticity – a fetishisation of the motherland. He posits that
the flow of objects, images, and artefacts from India as symbols of culture bind
South African Indians to ideas and experiences of Indianness, thereby ensuring
these elements’ plausibility and avoiding their erasure (Hansen, 2012: 203). In
turn, this preservation of the symbols gave rise to the question of purity in the
process of immersing this population and its heritage into the multicultural
framework that constitutes South Africa.
However, while these points of transition are typical features of any diasporic society, this paper attempts to bring into focus the apparent transitions
in the classical dance of Bharatha Natyam as it is located within South Africa
and yet positioned as the purest art form from the motherland. While the music
and movement are critical to the dance, the subtle shifts in costume are characteristic of a phenotypical feature that will be analysed to reflect the paper's argument.
While the focus here is on South Africa, other diasporic countries bore
witness to similar shifts in cultural dance art which signal the emergence of
hybrid identities and the shaping thereof. In the globalisation of cultural politics there is the transcendence of stereotypes towards the emergence of hybrid
identities. Katrak (2004) explores contemporary Indian dance in the southern
California region recognising that Bharatha Natyam embraces both its traditional forms while also being adapted by second generation dancerschoreographers. The dance is used here, as it is in other older diasporic societies, to convey aspects of Indian mythology and culture. However, it has also
opened up to contemporary movements and themes which include vocabularies
with yoga and martial arts. In the South Asian diaspora, Bharatha Natyam,
primarily associated with Carnatic Hindu music notations and lyrics can be
choreographed to an Islamic song thereby contesting notions of homogeneity
and purity in this dance art (Kumar, 2011). Thus, through its role in identity
construction the very hybridisation of what it means to be Indian is foregrounded. The construction around Indian identity is no longer fixed, and identity reveals itself through the art of Bharatha Natyam as a fluid means for the
reflection of the society within which it is located. Race and ethnicity as notions of authenticity are diluted in favour of exploring narratives that comple-
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ment the place of home in addition to recognising the motherland of the Indian
sub-continent.
Bharatha Natyam – A Classical Indian Dance
Prototypes of Bharatha Natyam can be dated back five thousand years to
the ancient city of the Indus Valley4 and are present within most Indian diasporic communities throughout the world. As a revered art form, Bharatha
Natyam is popularly seen as the national dance of India and initially presented
as a form of worship. However, the dance gradually moved out of the confines
of the temples and became a form of entertainment (Banerji, 1985: 97; Gaston,
1990: 6–11; Moodley, 1994: 23–40). Over the years, many young dancers from
South Africa were sent to India to study Bharatha Natyam and then return and
disseminate their knowledge through community-based establishments. The
most renowned dancer is Jayalakshmi Govender. She travelled to India to learn
the art form. Upon her return, she set up a dance school that produced exponents such as Yogambal Singaram and Suria Govender.
Similarly, other dancers studied in India and upon returning taught Bharatha Natyam. Bharatha Natyam dance schools thus mushroomed all over the
country, and with greater popularity and propensity in Durban within the enclaves of the Indian community. The dance schools gave rise to a growing
dance population of primarily young Indian women. This dancer population led
to the performance of Bharatha Natyam at almost all religious or cultural gatherings as a form of cultural specificity. The cultural specificity of the dance ensured its preservation against the possibility of South Africanisation or acculturation and the possibility of its complete obliteration. Thus, the dance was
viewed as an ancient pure art form intrinsically linked to the authentic site of
India as the motherland. In this way, there was an attempt by South African Indians to forge an intrinsic attachment that authenticates a sense of Indianness in
this alien country.
Despite the overwhelming dominance of western culture, the South African Indian diaspora adhered for many years to the authenticity of Bharatha
Natyam as it was inserted within this country. However, with the dawning of
the new democratic South Africa, Bharatha Natyam more recently became a
cultural signifier for multiculturalism. The intimate nexus between music, lan-
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guage, dance, ethnicity, and notions of race as a space for Indians in South Africa to seek a sense of place, to seek a place called home, or to seek indigeneity
is thus critical within post-democratic South Africa. This interaction is positioned by analysing the shifts evident in the work of two prominent dance
companies, namely the Surialanga Dance Company and the Tribhangi Dance
Theatre.
Post-apartheid Bharatha Natyam - Sites of Engagement
In the intercultural representations that are part of the repertoire of popular dance groups, the Surialanga Dance Company (hereafter called Surialanga)
and the Tribhangi Dance Theatre (hereafter called Tribhangi) dancers traverse
positionalities, such as Indian and African, place and displacement, race and
nationhood, and past and present. These dance companies realised the inclusive
nature of Bharatha Natyam and slowly began incorporating aspects of other
dance forms in their productions. This initiative gained momentum and the collaborative elements increased to include music and costume as audiences
showed an appreciation of this new production.
Surialanga was founded in 1993 by Suria Govender, a drama lecturer at
the former University of Durban-Westville (UDW). The company initially
consisted of trained female Bharatha Natyam dancers, most of whom had
graduated5 under various dance teachers in Durban and surrounding areas in
KwaZulu-Natal.
Further training within this company included some aspects of ballet,
contemporary dance mainly using the Alexander technique, and some north Indian dance (Govender, 1994). Govender further explains that the objective of
this diverse programme was to enable the dancers to interpret a varied range of
dance and music pieces. This seventeen-member company was attached to the
Department of Drama at University of Durban-Westville (UDW, now called
the University of KwaZulu-Natal) and presented its work on many occasions,
including at gala performances for Queen Elizabeth and the Duke of Edinburgh, Sonya Gandhi, and at the inauguration of President Nelson Mandela
(Govender, 1994). Shortly thereafter, the company included young African
male dancers who added a different dimension to the performances. These
5

4

According to various scholars of Bharatha Natyam such as Sarabhai (1979:2), a rare
figure of a dancing girl was found in Mohenjo-Daro while a broken dancing male figure can be attributed as the prototype of the dancing Shiva, Nataraja. This dance form
had several names such as Chinna Melam, Kuttu, and Sadir Nautch and was initially
performed in the temples for the deities by dancers known as Devadasis.
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After attending many years of training (generally a minimum of 6 years) in Bharatha
Natyam and the repertoire of dances have been completed, the teacher/guru will determine the readiness of the dancer and host her public debut performance popularly
known as a Bharatha Natyam graduation or the arangetram. Once this is done the
dancer is given the title Kumari which acknowledges the extent of her dance
knowledge
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young men soon began performing the Indian classical dance and sharing the
stage with the young Indian women dancers. This inclusion of Indian women
dancers created an opportunity for the company to broaden their performance
base and look towards a more intercultural engagement, reflecting the shifts
taking place in South Africa after the release of Nelson Mandela.
Tribhangi was founded in 1989 by Hanita Muthray, Bashni Muthaya,
Tanusha Naidoo, and Jayesperi Moopen (Glartent.com, s.a.). The original goals
of the company were to exchange ideas within the Indian dance sector, giving
this art form a public profile and making the classical Indian dance discipline
accessible to a wider audience (Glartent.com, s.a.). The aim of the company is
to:
… present work that is intelligible in content, unique in presentation and challenging in its experimentation … Our uniqueness
lies in our boldness to constantly take risks when creating dance
work that is meaningful and significant in an ever-changing environment. Our works seek to reflect a profound sensitivity, respect, understanding and knowledge of the cultures we engage
with through dance. Our repertoire, therefore, includes African,
Indian, Contemporary and Afro-fusion. Tribhangi has toured extensively locally and internationally.
Both Surialanga and Tribhangi have created a place for themselves in
contemporary South Africa, with Surialanga having a KwaZulu-Natal base and
Tribhangi working primarily in Gauteng. Both have appeared on SABC Indian
lifestyle and magazine programmes on numerous occasions, from Impressions
and Eastern Mosaic to Mela and Sadhana. These companies displayed their
dances on numerous occasions both within the Indian community and in multicultural spaces. The popularity grew with the desire to locate Indianness within
the boundaries of South Africa, and in so doing, finding expression within traditional African dance styles and together sharing the stage as they began sharing the country. Interestingly, this intercultural position was not isolated but
promoted through the icon of international dance and music, Michael Jackson.
In the music video to the song Black and White (1991), Jackson engages with
dances and dancers from around the world (Mela on SABC, 2015). The dancing is possibly the first popular representation of an Indian classical dance performed on the global stage. In the music video, Jackson partners with dancers
in various traditional dance styles, including dancing with a classical Indian
dancer (Yamuna Sangarasivam) and showcasing the Odissi style of dancing
from Orissa in the north of India (Figure 1).
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In this section of the video,
Jackson dances alongside the Indian dancer, at times mirroring her
postures and movements. Thus, the
engagement between Indian classical dance and non-Indian styles of
dance began. With the dawning of
the new South Africa later in 1994,
a similar venture was attempted.
The pull to assimilate indigenous
cultural components into traditional
Indian practices created avenues for
fusion dance groups such as Surialanga and Tribhangi to thrive within a multicultural audience.
A particularly noteworthy
performance occurred on 10 May
1994 when the newly formed Surialanga performed at the inaugura- Figure 1: Still from Michael Jackson’s
tion celebration of President Nelson Black or White music video (Jackson,
Mandela at the Union Buildings in 2016)
Pretoria. The Many Cultures One
Country concert was a production that reflected dance and music from all
communities in South Africa – an embodiment of multicultural South Africa.
Using the Union Buildings as a platform, Surialanga presented an item of classical Bharatha Natyam performed by trained Bharatha Natyam dancers, dancing to the famous politically charged song Asimbonanga by Johnny Clegg and
Savuka (tenshu50, 2007). The lyrics and meaning below highlight the significance of the song at that moment in South Africa’s history and highlight the
reason behind its choice for Surialanga (Clegg, 1988):
Chorus
Asimbonanga (We have not seen him)
Asimbonang' uMandela thina (We have not seen Mandela)
Laph’ekhona (In the place where he is)
Laph’ehleli khona (In the place where he is kept)
Oh the sea is cold and the sky is grey
Look across the Island into the Bay
We are all islands till comes the day
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We cross the burning water
Chorus....
A seagull wings across the sea
Broken silence is what I dream
Who has the words to close the distance
Between you and me
Chorus....
Steve Biko, Victoria Mxenge
Neil Aggett
Asimbonanga
Asimbonang’ umfowethu thina (we have not seen our brother)
Laph’ekhona (In the place where he is)
Laph’wafela khona (In the place where he died)
Hey wena (Hey you!)
Hey wena nawe (Hey you and you as well)
Siyofika nini la' siyakhona (When will we arrive at our destination)
This item of dance was thus set to western music with a combination of
English and African words. The choreographer, Suria Govender, presented this
piece in the vein of intercultural exchange, where the notions of purist art
forms are challenged. This item of dance also presented the artificiality of separateness and difference as created and enforced by the systems and strategies
of apartheid. Further, the notions of fear and distrust between the Indian and
Zulu communities were presented through the channel of transformation. Interculturalism would have presented a moment of discomfort for the architects of
apartheid from their perspective of mistrust.
Interestingly, however, once this item of dance was showcased on national television, it led to an outpouring of mixed responses. Joy and celebration by some and on the other hand frustration and disappointment from sectors
of the Indian community. The latter felt that their rich, authentic art form of
Bharatha Natyam (as the epitome of rich classical Indian culture) was diluted,
inadvertently leading to the misrepresentation of the Indian population of
South Africa. As a Bharatha Natyam dancer myself and part of Surialanga at
the time, the argument presented was that this was an ideal platform to present
the richness of traditional Indian dance, highlighting the preservation of this
ancient art form in a post-apartheid South Africa. As a result, for many of the
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doyens of Indian culture, the dance was viewed as highly controversial and rather disappointing.
If the Bharatha Natyam dance form itself were to be considered, it would
be evident that its structure of pure dance (nritta) and emotive aspects (abhinaya) can easily accommodate any language and music structure outside of the
general classical Indian Carnatic genre. The hand gestures (mudras) offer a
plethora of permutations that can be used to narrate any story, irrespective of
the language chosen for the narrative (mentioned earlier with reference to Islamic music). In this way, the dancer can convey the essence of the narrative to
create an understanding and appreciation within the audience6.
Subsequently, while the performance can be interrogated at many levels
– from choreography, structure, and music (and it has been) (Govender, 1994;
Radhakrishnan, 2003), the intention of this paper is to scrutinise the developments in Bharatha Natyam in South Africa as a reflection of a group desiring
inclusion in South Africa.
Surialanga uses mainly a combination of Bharatha Natyam and Zulu
dance indigenous to KwaZulu-Natal. This choice of dance reflects upon the Indian and Zulu history of conflict in KwaZulu-Natal which dates back to the
time of the arrival of Indians in 1860 but in particular, the famous 1949 riots in
Durban, the Cato Manor riots of the 1950s, and the more recent welldocumented riots of 1985 in Inanda that led to the destruction of the Gandhi
settlement area in Phoenix. Archbishop Desmond Tutu evocatively called postapartheid South Africa the ‘Rainbow Nation of God’ to show how, despite the
doomsayers who predicted racial civil war, the country had seemingly adopted
a path of reconciliation and non-racialism (Vahed, 2021). With this optimism
waning the re-emergence of riots in 2021 provided a reminder of the everpresent racial tensions in KwaZulu Natal. While the 2021 riots had begun as
political protests it soon escalated into widespread chaos, criminality, looting
and murder. Amid this week-long protest, approximately 342 people were
killed, with 36 killed in the Indian township of Phoenix, north of Durban in
KwaZulu Natal.
While this is the history of the tenuous relationship between the Indian
and Zulu communities, the dance fusion becomes imperative as a form of cohesive embodiment within a delicate and unstable social environment. Thus,
while on the one hand the dance creates a bond between the two, on the other
hand it challenges fixed forms of identity construction in post-apartheid South
Africa. The dancers became embodied aesthetic objects by reflecting particular
bodies through the symbol of Indo-South African perfection.
6

This sense or experience of joy or beauty is also known as Rasa, a theory of aesthetic
appreciation as postulated within Hindu thought and philosophy.
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The Surialanga group began with a sense of conformity where Indian
female dancers often performed the Indian pieces in classical Indian costume
and the African male dancers performed the more demanding Zulu-styled
movements in traditional costume. Thus, in their respective costumes, the
dancers perform together to uniquely South African music. Costumes were initially not interchangeable, reflecting a fixed identity and cultural affiliation applicable to both communities (see Figures 2 and 3). As mentioned earlier, Williams’ social definition of culture as a description of a particular way of life is
pertinent here as both cultural groups used their costume and gender as a manifestation of intrinsic meanings and values. This interpenetrating realm of religion and cultural performance became a critical performative site for engagement through a personal South African narrative. This kind of cultural production invoked the concepts of colonialism, apartheid, and nationhood together
with the concepts of tradition and modernity. Simultaneously, this engagement
foregrounds fixed notions of identity through homogenisation, differentiation,
and marginalisation.

Figure 3: Tribhangi Dance Theatre in traditional costumes
(EthnicNow.com, s.a.)

Figure 2: Surialanga Dance Company in traditional costumes
(Government of South Africa, 2015)

However, a marked shift in the costume design of the performers is noted
and can be seen in Figures 4 and 5. This shift sees the Zulu dancers changing
costumes, from their traditionally worn Zulu skins to the Indian classical costumes worn thereafter. Here Fanon’s idea of a fixed identity is immediately
challenged. The black skin as a marker for cultural identity challenges the
viewer’s understanding of history, culture, and tradition and invites the concept
of hybridity into the discourse, as discussed earlier. Slowly one observes the
complete transformation of the Zulu dancers into an assemblage of traditional
Indian costume. This transformation includes cultural markers and popular representations of Hinduism, such as the bindi or bottu. Similarly, the Indian
dancers are now dressed in a hybrid form of Zulu costume with no traces of socalled Indianness. A transformation is clearly evident.
This transformation resonates with Fanon’s negation of a racial essence
towards a possibility of shifting between the worlds of polarised race as naturalised by the apartheid state. The hybrid dancers are now seen as alien, as
something in between Indian and African, as something unrecognisable. In
1994, this would have been seen as fatalistic in its presentation – an internalisation of the inferiority of the pure Indian art and dance resulting in the fused
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‘impure’ dance form. However, as Fanon concludes, racial inequality can only
come from rejecting essential racial categories and recognising cultural forms.
Indeed, movement between these forms is only possible by recognising the
other (Fanon, 1967:176). In this way, true hybridity in arriving at the empowered syncretic will result in a deeper understanding of the cultures and traditions. Hybridity will give rise to what Fanon refers to as ‘authentic communication’ (Fanon, 1967:180).

Figure 5: Tribhangi Dance Theatre
in contemporary costumes
(AsiaPacificArts.usc.edu)

Figure 4: Surialanga Dance Company
shift from culture-specific costumes
(AsiaPacificArts.usc.edu)

In Figure 5, Tribhangi dancers are adorned in costumes that are completely transformed into a new, perhaps South African costume, as the performers have abandoned any form of their culture-specific regalia. The racial
arrangement of design and the cultural peculiarities of the African and Indian
culture seem to give rise to a uniquely South African dance form that draws on
the strength and beauty of the diverse heritage of this group of young South
Africans.

The Surialanga and Tribhangi dance companies embarked on a new
journey with numerous dance performances within the realm of intercultural
exchanges. These performances sometimes highlight the concept of fusion and
sometimes highlight a sense of confusion for the viewer. Nevertheless, the
companies choreographed a vast repertoire that moves from traditional Indian
dance to a range of traditional African dance and includes a vast space in between.
Topics for other papers could discuss whether their performances are
viewed through the lens of engaging in a new South African discourse or
viewed as simply entertainment. Another could argue that Surialanga and
Tribhangi’s brand of South Africanised dancing creates a sense of invisibility
of cultures while manufacturing a false sense of inclusivity. Yet another could
focus on the productions, exploring how South African stories are told through
intercultural, multicultural, and contemporary dance in South Africa
In this article, I argue that this syncretised dance performance does indeed
begin to suggest the need to establish a discourse around the classical dance
form of Bharatha Natyam. The discourse should begin as Bharatha Natyam
becomes an embodiment of a new generation of South Africans using the vehicle of dance to establish convergences across cultural and racial identities.
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Concluding Thoughts
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